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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = K[X, ,..., X,], the polynomial ring of n variables over a field K, 
G a finite group of K-automorphisms acting on A so that the order of G is 
relatively prime to the characteristic of K, AC the ring of invariants. Little is 
known about AC. 
G. C. Shephard and J. A. Todd proved that if G is a subgroup of the general 
linear group and AC is a polynomial ring, then G is a finite r flection group [lo]. 
C. Chevalley proved the converse, namely, if G is a finite r flection group, 
then AC is a polynomial ring [4]. 
What happens if G is not necessarily a subgroup of the general linear group ? 
T. Igarashi, a student of M. Miyanishi in Osaka University, proved in March 
1976 that in case of K being algebraically c osed and n = 2, then AC is regular 
if and only if AC is a polynomial ring [5]. 
D. Anderson under the same assumption as that of T. Igarashi proved that 
every projective module over AC is.stably isomorphic to the direct sum of a 
free module and a projective module of rank one, and then apply Murthy and 
Swan’s Thcorcm [8], these two are in fact isomorphic [l]. 
We shall prove in this article Pic(AG) is trivial without assuming anything of 
the field K or the order of G. Our main result is Theorem 5.3. Hence, if AC is 
regular, itis factorial by our main result. 
Part of this article forms the second part of the author’s Ph. D. thesis [7] in 
the University ofChicago. The first part of the thesis will appear soon with the 
title, Projective Modules of Some Polynomial Rings. 
2. NOTATIONS AND THE KEY LEMMA 
In this article w shall fix the following otations: A is always acommutative 
ring, G a group of automorphisms acting on A, AC the ring of invariants of A is 
the set {a E A / u(u) = a for any 0 E G}, U(A) is the group of units in A, and 
(1 + p)* is the set (1 + p) n C(A) for any prime ideal p in A. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A be any commutative domain, G a group of automorphisms 
acting on A. Suppose there is a prime ideal p in A so that U(A) = U(Ao)(l + p)* 
and for any u E G, u(p) = p and a induces the identity map on Alp, Then there is 
an injection from Ker{Pic(AG) -+ Pit(A)} into Hl(G, (1 + p)*). 
Proof. Given any invertible ideal I in AG so that IA = Ax for some x E A, 
we shall define a cohomology class inHi(G, (1 + p)*) for I. 
Define u, = 0(x)/x for any a E G. Claim: {u,},,~~ is a cohomology class in 
fl(G, (1 + p)*). And this is the required injection from Ker(Pic(Ac) -+ Pit(A)) 
into Hl(G, (1 + p)*). 
First of all, weshall prove u, E (1 + p)*. 
Since Ax = IA = o(l) o(A) = u(Ax) = Au(x), hence u, = u(x)/x is a unit. 
It remains to show u, E 1 + p. 
Let 1-l be the inverse ofIin AC. Then I-IA = Ax-l. From 11-l = AC we get 
a relation a,b, + ... + anbn = 1 for some ai E I, b, E 1-l. Write ai = olix, 
bi = /$x-l with oli , pi E A. Then we have Q1 + ... + 01,/?, = 1, a relation 
in A. Not all fli are in p, hence we can assume /3i $p. 
Now u(aJ * (u,,x) = u(aJ u(x) = u(aix) = u(ai) = ai = mix, hence u(sJ = 
24;’ *ai . Similarly u&) = u, . /li .
Since uinduces the identity map on A/p, u&) = /11 + t for some t E p. Now 
we know u(&) = u& . Hence /3i(u, - 1) = t E p. /I1 $p. It follows u,- 1 E p. 
So u, E 1 + p. We have proved u. E (1 + p)*. 
It is easy to see {uO}(rEG is a cocycle, i.e., u ,~,, = uO1 .(ulzQ for any ui , u2 E G. 
We shall prove, {u,},~~ modulo a coboundary isuniquely determined by I 
only. 
Let y be another generator of IA. Then y = ax for some unit zin A. Then y 
defines another cocycle {vu = u( y)/yXEc . We shall find an element t E(1 + p)* 
so that v,,/u, = u(t)/t for any u E G. Now from the assumption U(A) = U(AG) 
(1 + p)*, find elements ziE U(AG), t E (1 + p)* so that z = qt. Then VJU, = 
U(Z)/X = u(q) u(t)/x,t = u(t)/t since u(zl) = zr for all uE G. 
Now we shall prove this map is an injection. Suppose there is a t E (1 + p)* 
so that U(X)/X = u(t)/t for any u E G. Then t-lx EA, and u(t-lx) = t-lx for all 
u E G, i.e., t-lx EAC. Now t-lx and x generate he same ideal in A. Hence, we 
can assume xE Ao from the beginning. In this ituation, u, = 1 for all uE G. 
Thus all the 01~ , /Ii E AC. Now I = (a, ,..., a ), ai = mix. Since ai E AC, hence 
I C AGx. Also x = x(a,b, + ... + anb,) = a,(xb,) + ... + an(xb,J = a& + 
... + a&, E I since each a, E I, each /Ii E AC. Therefore w conclude I = AGx, 
I is principal, i.e., Iis zero in Pic(AG). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose A is a commutative domain, R a subring ofA so that 
A is an R-augmented algebra with p as the augmentation ideal. Assume U(A) = 
U(R). Let G be a group of R-automorphisms acting on A so that u(p) = p for any 
c E G. Then the canonical map from Pic(AG) into Pit(A) isinjective. 
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Proof. (1 + p) n U(R) = (1). Hence H(G, (1 + p)*) = 0. Now apply 
Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose A = Cl, A,, B = Czzp=, B, are graded commuta- 
tive domains with A,, = B, = K an algebraically losed field. Let G be a group of 
K-automorphisms on A such that o{C~=~ A,,} C CL, A, for any u E G. Then the 
canonical m pfrom Pic(AG OK B) into Pic(A & B) is injective. 
Proof, A ox. B is a domain, and the units of A OK B lie in A, OK B, . 
Now define an automorphism o @ id, on A @ B for every uE G. Apply 
Corollary 2.2, hence the result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A = K[X, ,..., X,,], K a field, G a group of K-automor- 
phisms acting onA. Suppose G has a K-rational fixed point, i.e., there exists a 
maximalideal ‘9J2 = (XI-- a, ,..., X, - a,) with a, ,..., a, EKso that o(‘9I) = ‘9.I 
for any u E G. Then Pic(AG) = 0. 
Proof. The map from Pic(AG) into Pit(A) is injective by Corollary 2.3. 
However, Pit(A) = 0. Hence Pic(AG) = 0. 
3. REDUCTION TO THE CASE OF SOME CLASS OF SUBGROUPS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be any commutative domain, G any group of automorphisms 
acting onA. Suppose {G,},,, is acollection of subgroups G, in G so that hey generate 
the group G. Assume there exists anindex a,, E J so that U(A) = U(AGa) for all 
&! f 010, and Pic(AGa) -+Pit(A) is injective for cx # 01~. Then Pic(AG) + 
Pic(A’“o) is injectiwe. 
Proof. Let I be any invertible ideal in AC so that IA’“0 = AGeox for some 
x E A’“o. We shall prove Iis a principal ideal inAC. 
Now IAGw is an invertible ideal in AC= for every (Y # % . (IAGa)A = IA = 
(IA’“o)A = (A’“ox)A = Ax. Since Pic(AGn) -+Pit(A) is injective forci. # a,, , 
IAGa must be a principal ideal inA Go. Let IAGa = AGax, for some x, E AGa where 
@! # $l. Then Ax = Ax, for any 01 # 01~. Therefore x = uax, for some 
u, E U(A). Since U(A) = U(AG.) for any 01 # a,, , hence u, E A% It follows 
x E AGa for any ol EJ, i.e., x EAC. 
We shall prove1 = AGx. Let a,b, + ... + anbn = 1 where ai E I and bi E 1-l. 
Write a, = CQX, bi = /$x-l with oli , fii E A’“o. Then 0~~ E six-l E A’“0 n KG C 
A n KG = AC where K is the quotient field ofA. Similarly fiiEAC. Therefore 
I = (a, ..., a,) = AGx. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A = K[X, ,..., X,], a field. Suppose G is any group of 
K-automorphisms acting onA. Assume there is a collection of subgroups {Gm}aEJ so
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that hey generate he group G and for each (Y E J, there is a K-rational$xed point 
for G, . Then Pic(AG) is trivial. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, Pic(AGo) = 0 for any 01 E J. By Lemma 3.1, 
Pic(AG) = 0. 
4. EXISTENCE OF FIXED POINTS 
We shall recall a theorem of A. Bialynicki-Birula [2]. For the convenience of
the readers, we shall include the proof. This theorem was proved in positive 
characteristic case, M. P. Murthy remarked the proof is still true in characteristic 
zero case. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Bialynicki-Birula). Let A = K[X, ,..., X,] where K is an 
algebraically closed $eld with characteristic p ( p can be zero). Suppose G is a 
group of K-automorphisms acting on A. Assume the order of G is qr where q is a 
prime number elatively prime top and r is apositive integer, then G has afixedpoint. 
Proof. Let I be the ideal in A generated by (u(xi) - xi j i = l,..., n and 
u E G), and denote this et of generators ofI by (fj 1 = l,..., nq’}. By Hilbert’s 
Nullstellensatz, we know G has a fixed point if and only if I # A. 
Now suppose G has no fixed point. Then we can iind gj E A so that g,f, + 
... + gnplfnaT = 1. Let {a, ,..., a,> be the collection of all coefficients which 
appear in gj or fj .
Let R = Z[a, ,..., a,] C K if char K = 0, and R = Z,[a, ..., a,] C K if 
char K = p > 0. 
Then using Noether’s normalization lemma, we can find a maximal ideal ‘$I 
in R so that char R/!BI = p > 0 and ( p, q) = 1. Note in case char K > 0, then 
char R/‘$JI = char K. 
Since 2 and 2, are Jacobson rings, R is a Jacobson ring also, and R/‘D is a 
finite field by [3, Chap. V, Section 3, no. 41. 
Now G induces agroup action on R/rrJz[X, ,..., X,] without fixed point since 
the relation glfi + ... + gnglfnsr = 1 holds in R/YJI[X, ,..., X ]. Also this 
induced group action sends R/m-rational points to R/m-rational points. 
Let the cardinality of R/m be ps. Then there are psn R/m-rational points. 
Let t, be the number of R/mm-rational points in some orbit. Then 
ps” = c t, .
k 
t, must divide the order of G, i.e., q’. Since there is no fixed point, thus t, # 1 
for any K. Hence q must divide tk for any k. Therefore q must divide & t, = p”“, 
a contradiction. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let A = K[X, ,..., X,], K a Jield of characteristic p ( p an 
be zero). Suppose G is a group of K-automorphisms acting on A. Assume the order 
of G is qr where qis a prime number elatively prime to p and r is a positive integer. 
Then Pic(AG) = 0. 
Proof. Let R be the algebraic closure of K and B = ff[X, ..., X,]. Then G 
induces a group action of B. By Theorem 4.1, B has a fixed point 9J& and G 
induces the trivial action on B/‘!VI. Letp = 9JI n A. Then u(p) = u(?JJI n A) = 
‘%I n A = p for all oE G, and Alp c-t Bj!IlI hence G induces the trivial ction 
on A/p. Now by Lemma 2.1, Pic(AG) = 0 sincePic(A) = 0 = Hl(G, (1 + +I)*)). 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We recall a theorem of P. Samuel [9, Chap. 3, Theorem 1.1.1 
THEOREM 5.1 (P. Samuel). Let A be a Krull domain, G a finite group of 
automorphisms on A. Then there is an injection from Ker{Cl(AG) + Cl(A)) into 
HI(G, U(A)) where Cl (.) denotes the divisor class group. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A = K[X, ,..., X,] where K is a$eld of positive characteristic 
p. Suppose G is a$nitep-group of K-automorphisms acting on A. Then Pic(AG) = 0. 
Proof. H’(G, U(A)) = 0 since U(A) = K\(O) has no element of order p 
and G is a p-group. Hence Cl(AG) = 0. Since Pic(AG) is a subgroup of Cl(AG), 
it follows Pic(AG) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A = K[X, ,..., X,] where K is a Jield. Suppose G is a 
group of K-automorphisms acting on A. Assume G can be generated byelements of
Jinite order. Then Pic(AG) = 0. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 4.2, Lemma 5.2, and Lemma 3.1. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let A = K[X, ,..., X,] where K is a $eld. Suppose G is a 
Jinite group of K-automorphisms acting on A. Assume AG is regular. Then AG is 
factorial. 
Proof. Being regular, AC is locally factorial, hence Pic(AG) = C1(AG). From 
Theorem 5.3, Pic(AG) = 0. Thus C1(AG) = 0. AC is factorial. 
Remarks 1. We give an example to show that Corollary 2.2 is the best 
possible result in some sense. Let C be the smooth plane curve defined by 
X3 + Y2 = I over an algebraically closed field K. Let G be the group of auto- 
morphisms on C generated by0 which sends every point (a, b) in C into (w(Y, -b) 
where w is a primitive third root of unity. Then (T has no fixed point. And C 
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is a unramified covering over C/G. Now C is locally factorial, and so is C/G, 
hence Pit(C) = Cl(C), Pic(C/G) = Cl(C/G) where Cl(C) is the divisor class 
group of C. Now Ker{Pic(C/G) -+ Pit(C)> = Ker(Cl(C/G) -+ Cl(C)} =
H1(G, K*) = Z/6.2 by Theorem 5.1. 
2. We give another xample to show that Corollary 2.2 is the best possible 
result inanother sense. Let A = C[X, Y]/(Xz + Y2 - l), G be a group of 
automorphisms on A generated by 0 which is the complex conjugation on C and 
leaves X and Y fixed. The AC = R[X, Y]/(X2 + Y2 - 1). Again by [9, Chap. 1, 
Section 81, A is factorial, AC isnot factorial but ocally factorial. Hence Pit(A) = 
0. Pic(AG) = Cl(Ac) = Ker(C1(AC) + Cl(A)} 4 HI(G, C*) = Z/22, 
Pic(AG) # 0, therefore Pic(AG) = Z/22. 
3. It might be interesting o ote atheorem by K. Iwasawa [6] which says 
if K and L are two algebraic number fields, L is a finite galois extension of K 
such that here exists a prime divisor ofK which is totally ramified by the exten- 
sion from K to L, then the class number of K will divide the class number of L. 
It looks like Corollary 2.2 is an algebraic-geometric counterpart of Iwasawa’s 
Theorem. 
4. W. C. Waterhouse gave ameasure of Ker(Pic(R) + Pit(S)} when there 
is a Hopf algebra action S and R is the ring of invariants [l 1,Proposition 51.
In case S = K[X, ,..., X,], K a field, the Hopf algebra action is the action 
induced by a finite group G of K-automorphisms, Waterhouse’s re ult isreduced 
to the following short exact sequence, 
0 - L*/K* --+ M-F Pic(SG) -+0, 
where K* is the group of units of K and L* is the group of units of the quotient 
field ofSo = R, and M is the multiplicative groupof principal f rctional ideals 
over S which are invariant u der G. 
By Theorem 5.3, Pic(SG) = 0, thus L*/K* e M. 
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